Wheel Centre Press Plan
“No plan survives contact with reality”.

Tall press
I was planning a tall new 35-ton hydraulic press, with ram and separate
pump. (I had discarded the idea of using a “gear puller” the pressures
needed are too large).
But “Machine Mart” had a 20-ton hydraulic jack only 8 ½”
(217mm) high for just £41.
I considered adapting my old “small” 18” (450mm) capacity press, to
press down. (The old press used a 3.5 ton tractor jack to push up.)

Wheel Centre Press Mk 2
I had the steel (from a 2’ gauge brickyard trolley) for a tall press to
hand so I decided to use it, I cut the long lengths in half to make a
press that would take a larger 24” diameter wheels.

Cut to 33”.

Press down base

Welded press down base.

Top plate welded onto the jack, for bolting to the press frame.

Sketch of down
adaption.
(The old press was the chassis of an 18” gauge wagon that carried
signalling spares in a railway storage yard).
New 20 ton

Old up press with bent beam.

Holding screws Orange to allow
Bronze welding
the jack to be taken off the base.
earth clamp.
Black arrow, this is a ceramic magnet I used to hold the corner while I
tack welded it. Do not allow to get too hot, they shatter!

For Tacking Together

Small Oxford oil cooled welder.

For Main Welding

Weld helmet that reacts to light.

240 amp trailer mounted diesel welder is much quicker.

Wheel Preparation First drill a hole in the centre of the axle stub
left in the wheel.
The weld area to be cleaned.

Drilling the hole for the “return” lever

Use magnetic right angle clamps then check the internal
diagonal lengths and pull any difference out with a woodworker’s
sash clamp.

Then use a “Gas Axe” (Oxy/Propane gas cutter).

Finished Press, clamped to a small welding table.

I had to reinforce the top beam red arrow.

To make cuts radiating out from the drilled hole.

Then press out.

Do lots when it is all set up!
A 4 foot lever, Green, was needed to return the jack to its starting point, (a spring
would not work, the jack has a very small oil return hole).

One of my “new” welded beams bent in use, and both pins, below also bent.

Remember to grease the inside of the holes, they have not had air on
them for decades and rust very quickly.

High tensile bolts will replace them.

My unusual skill set is the result of an African childhood where my father,
who I adored and followed around, was the Shedmaster of a 2’ gauge Sugar
Cane Railway, (and living in a country without television, which is the true mind
numbing “opiate of the masses”).
After I was married, my husband Kevin paid my fees to attend our local
Technical College part time and fill in the gaps in my engineering knowledge.
Kevin has a collection of Signal Boxes (Towers/USA) and I am his “locking” fitter
and blacksmith, (and we still do not have a television).

The press will take bigger wheels, this is a casting pattern, 26” over flanges.

The wheels can now be sleeved to allow lighter axles and modern bearings to be
used.

Postscript Your local preserved railway has all this equipment in
their workshops and may help you for a donation.

Signal Box Lever Frame locking (Armstrong Frame USA).

